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A family of salts of R-(+)-(3)-hydroxyquinuclidinium [QH]+, with SO4
2−, BPh4

−, BF4
− and PF6

− counter-

anions, have been prepared by the metathesis of [QH]Cl and metal salts of the corresponding anions. Solid

solutions of formula [QH]ĲPF6)xĲBF4)1−x for x = 0.9, 0.8, 0.7 have also been obtained. The crystalline

materials have been investigated by a combination of solid-state techniques, including variable temperature

XRD, thermal analyses, multinuclear (11B, 13C, 15N, 19F, and 31P) solid-state NMR spectroscopy, variable

temperature wideline 19F T1 relaxation measurements, and micro-Raman spectroscopy to investigate their

thermal stability and phase transition behaviors. It has been shown that the salts [QH]PF6 and [QH]BF4
undergo an order–disorder solid–solid phase transition to plastic phases, whereas [QH]2SO4·H2O and [QH]

BPh4 do not display any plastic phase transition. Doping [QH]BF4 into the [QH]PF6 lattice up to 30% results

in the formation of a solid solution that is plastic in an expanded thermal range, thanks to a phenomenon

that we describe here for the first time as “reordering frustration”.

1. Introduction

Plastic crystals (PCs) are materials characterized by long-
range crystalline order while their components remain
disordered locally.1–4 Most chemical species of spherical,
cylindrical, and disk-like shapes5–11 are prone to display
reorientation processes around their center of mass when
they feature low steric hindrance within the crystal packing,
giving thus plastic phases.1,12 This often results in high
mechanical plasticity;13 hence, the term “plastic crystal”
introduced by Timmermans12 many decades ago. Depending
on the nature of the components (molecules or ions), PCs
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Design, System, Application

Ionic plastic crystalline materials (IPCs) are being actively explored for their potential applications in batteries, NLO, and solid-state electrolytes in fuel
cells. IPCs feature long-range crystalline order while their components remain disordered locally, providing, thus, diffusion of ions through an otherwise
rigid crystal typical of ordered structures. Upon applying a suitable stimulus (pressure or heating), it is possible to “switch” between the static and dynamic
states. The primary strategy for achieving fine control over the transition temperature and type relies on ionic metathesis to replace anions or cations,
whereas, a new one based on the formation of crystalline solid-solutions can be exploited. In this work we study the effect that various combinations of
cation and anions have on plastic transitions, as well as the possibility of obtaining control over the transitions thanks to solid solutions. Interestingly,
solid-solution “kills” the reversible transition and makes the solids permanently disordered. Thus, the system experiences an effect described here as
reordering frustration. We believe that this work can potentially contribute to developing solid-state electrolytes working on a broader range of
temperatures.
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further divide into two broad families, namely neutral and
ionic plastic crystals.1,2 Studies on PCs show that they
undergo at least one solid–solid transition, from an ordered,
or static (glassy), to a dynamically disordered (plastic) phase
and vice versa, upon applying a suitable stimulus, i.e.,
pressure or heating,1,12,14,15 (see Scheme 1). In general,
plastic phases tend to display highly symmetrical crystal
lattices such as cubic or hexagonal.12,16 However, it remains
somewhat challenging to predict a priori which combination
of molecules, or ions might generate systems able to give
plastic phases.

In the last decades, PCs have received much attention in
the fields of materials for electronics,17–21 magnetics,16,22

barocalorics,23–25 and non-linear optics,26 owing to the
potentiality arising from their remarkable properties.

In particular, ionic PCs stand out as potential candidates
for solid-state electrolytes in fuel cells, batteries, and
capacitors since they have thermal stability, neglectable
volatility, and extraordinary plasticity that decreases the
contact problems between electrolyte and electrodes during
volume changes.1,27,28 Moreover, they exhibit assessable ionic
conductivities in the solid state activated by the
reorientational motions of molecules and ions.5,29

The main strategies currently in use to realize ionic PCs
rely either on acid–base reactions or on ionic metathesis to
replace anions or cations. The size and symmetry effect of
the counter-anion on this matter has been discussed by
Mochida et al.16 and Makhlooghiazad et al.30,31 It is
mentioned that, for a given cation, the transition
temperature decreases with increasing anion size.

Another way to obtain ionic PCs is from crystalline solid
solutions32–34 with components mutually miscible and
fulfilling the prerequisite conditions for forming a solid
solution proposed by Kitaigorodsky.34 The potential of solid
solutions as a tool for modifying the physicochemical
properties of materials has been recently highlighted in
several studies, and among others modulation of the

thermosalient effect,35 enantioselectivity,36–38 polymorphic
transition,39,40 and melting point34,41,42 have been reported.

Concerning PCs, this approach would offer, in principle,
also the possibility of achieving a fine control over the
temperature and type of transition.43–47 Notwithstanding the
great potential, no systematic and detailed investigations
have been carried out on the relationships between PCs and
solid solutions, and the way they can affect the transition
temperature and type, hence the need to pursue research in
this direction.

The aim of this work was essentially twofold. First, we
were interested in investigating the counter-anion
dependence of the plastic phase transitions in a series of
R-(+)-(3)-hydroxyquinuclidinium salts [QH]X. By varying size,
shape, and charge of the anion, we expected to obtain
different behaviors in terms of plastic phase transition and
type. Second, we wanted to explore the possibility of
preparing crystalline solid solutions, studying how the
composition of the resulting materials further affects the
phase transition compared to the pure parent systems.

To this end, we synthesized a series of [QH]X salts with
various counter-anions, including the tetrahedral anions
sulfate (SO4

2−), tetraphenylborate (BPh4
−), tetrafluoroborate

(BF4
−), and the octahedral hexafluorophosphate (PF6

−), see
Scheme 2, by the metathesis of [QH]Cl using metal salts of
the corresponding anions. A combination of solid-state
techniques, including variable temperature XRD, thermal
analyses, multinuclear (11B, 13C, 15N, 19F and 31P) solid-state
NMR spectroscopy, variable temperature wideline 19F T1
relaxation measurements and micro-Raman spectroscopy,
was used to elucidate crystal structures and phase transition
behavior of the so-obtained materials.

All reactions afforded the desired products as anhydrous
salts of general formula [QH]X (X = BPh4

−, PF6
− and BF4

−),
except for the sulfate, which was instead obtained as mono-
hydrate, [QH]2SO4·H2O. The latter salt was also the only one
obtained as a polycrystalline powder, and its structure was
solved from powder diffraction data. It is also the only system
not showing structural changes, with the exception of a
reversible dehydration/rehydration process following the
heating/cooling cycle. In [QH]BPh4, the [QH]+ cation was
found to undergo a reorientational flip-flop motion over two
positions, and that could be frozen out on lowering the
temperature at approximately 100 K via a second-order
transition.

Scheme 1 Representation of the possible solid–solid transitions: an
ordered crystal (top left), a dynamically disordered plastic crystal (top
right) and a statically disordered glassy crystal (bottom). Chemical
species and center of mass represented by skittles and orange spheres,
respectively.

Scheme 2 Molecular structures of the ions chosen as components for
the preparation of [QH]X salts and binary crystalline solid solutions.
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On the other hand, the [QH]BF4 and [QH]PF6 salts exhibit
reversible transitions at or above room temperature (TC = 308
and 298 K, respectively), affording genuine and highly
symmetrical plastic phases.

To achieve a fine control over the transition temperature,
we explored the possibility of obtaining binary solid solutions
of these latter two salts by applying the crystal engineering
principles.48–50 Unlike other similar reported systems,43–45

[QH]PF6 and [QH]BF4 lattices did not result fully miscible as
they afforded stable binary solid solutions [QH]ĲPF6)xĲBF4)1−x
only for x = 0.9, 0.8, 0.7; other molar fractions with x < 0.7
gave deliquescent materials.

The most remarkable finding, however, was the
observation that the solid solutions were already in their
plastic phase at RT, and no transition to ordered or semi
ordered, namely a structure that feature disorder only for one
component (anion or cation), phases was detected on
lowering the temperature.

This behavior was unexpected and could be interpreted as a
direct consequence of the parent compounds' structural
diversity of the anions, their non-isomorphism, and ion
mobility, which is not enough to allow complete anion
migration within the crystal. These factors prevent the solid
solutions from rearranging either to the respective parent
compounds lattices, eventually separating out, or to a new
phase in which BF4

− and PF6
− would occupy well-defined

crystallographic positions. In fact, this appears to leave the
system permanently disordered and experiencing, as a
consequence, a sort of reordering frustration, and, to the best of
this authors' knowledge, the [QH]ĲPF6)xĲBF4)1−x (x > 0.7) system
represents the first example of a crystalline material with a
relatively simple composition showing such a behavior.

Variable temperature (VT) solid-state NMR and micro-
Raman measurements were instrumental for the elucidation
of the dynamics within the materials. VT 19F T1 relaxation
profiles, as well as the extracted activation energies, are in
perfect agreement with the results obtained from other
techniques: the reversible phase transition of [QH]PF6 and
[QH]BF4 salts is detected, while no change in mobility for the
[QH]ĲPF6)0.9 (BF4)0.1 binary solution is observed.

VT micro-Raman measurements confirm the absence of
the typical disordered–ordered or disordered-semi ordered
phase transitions which characterize the plastic crystals. The
band broadening of the molecular vibrations of the anion
and cation, evidence of the reorientational motion, remains
substantially unaltered even at 80 K in the solid solution,
while the pure system [QH]PF6 undergoes a reversible
disordered-semi ordered phase transition with high
hysteresis close to ambient conditions.

2. Experimental
Synthesis

All reactants and reagents were purchased from Sigma-
Aldrich and used without further purification. Reagent grade
solvents and bi-distilled water were used.

The salts [QH]2SO4·H2O, [QH]PF6, and [QH]BF4 were
obtained using the same procedure, based on the anion
exchange reaction between the (R)-3-hydroxlyquinuclidinol
hydrochloride, [QH]Cl, and the appropriate halide
abstraction reagent (Ag2SO4, AgPF6, and AgBF4). In a typical
procedure, 100 mg (0.06 mmol) of [QH]Cl was dissolved in a
beaker with 3 mL of the appropriate solvent (both ethanol or
water equally work) and left under stirring at RT. Then, the
stoichiometric amount of halide abstraction reagent was
dissolved in another beaker with ca. 3 mL of solvent, the
resulting solution was added dropwise to the solution of
[QH]Cl and left under stirring until the byproduct AgCl
crashed out from the solution. The precipitates were filtered
off, and the resulting solutions were left to slowly evaporate
to afford the growth of diffraction quality crystals of the
desired products, see Table S1.† The salt [QH]BPh4 was
synthesized via a modification of the procedure reported
above, 100 mg (0.06 mmol) of [QH]Cl was dissolved under
stirring at RT in 3 mL of H2O, then a stoichiometric amount
of NaBPh4 was added dropwise. The resulting solution was
left under stirring and afforded the desired product as a
white precipitate which was recovered via suction filtration
and washed abundantly with water (10 × 2 mL). Slow
evaporation at RT of dimethylformamide (DMF) solution
afforded diffraction quality crystals of [QH]BPh4. For the
preparation of the binary solid solutions [QH]ĲPF6)xĲBF4)1−x (x
= 0.9, 0.8, 0.7) the same procedure was applied. The reactants
AgPF6 and AgBF4 were weighed in the proper stoichiometric
ratio (see Table S1†), dissolved in ca. 5 mL of water and
added to 100 mg (0.06 mmol) of [QH]Cl. The white
precipitate was removed, and the resulting solutions were left
to slowly evaporate at RT. Polycrystalline samples were
obtained upon complete evaporation of the solvent. The
stoichiometric ratio of the binary solid solution
[QH]ĲPF6)0.9ĲBF4)0.1 was confirmed by 19F direct excitation
SSNMR (see below). Integration of the signals at 69.7 ppm
(PF6) and −149.8 ppm (BF4

−) yields a ratio of 0.93 : 0.07. The
composition of the corresponding sample is, thus, reasonably
approximated as [QH]ĲPF6)0.9ĲBF4)0.1.

Single crystal X-ray diffraction (SCXRD)

Single-crystal data for all salts (except [QH]2SO4·H2O, whose
structure was solved from powder XRD data; see below) were
collected on an Oxford X'Calibur S CCD diffractometer
equipped with a graphite monochromator (Mo-Kα radiation,
λ = 0.71073 Å) and with a cryostat Oxford CryoStream800.
Subsequent structure solution and refinement were
performed using the HKLF4 file containing non-overlapped
reflections. The structures were solved by intrinsic phasing
with SHELXT51 and refined on F2 by full-matrix least squares
refinement with SHELXL52 implemented in the Olex2
software.53 All non-hydrogen atoms were refined
anisotropically applying the rigid-body RIGU restraint.54 HOH

and HNH atoms were either directly located or, when not
possible, added in calculated positions; HCH atoms for all
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compounds were added in calculated positions and refined
riding on their respective carbon atoms. Data collection and
refinement details are listed in Table S2.† The Mercury55

program was used to calculate intermolecular interactions
and for molecular graphics. CCDC numbers 2155973–
2155977.

For ϕ-scan experiments, a fresh single crystal specimen of
[QH]PF6 was selected and mounted on the diffractometer.
Goniometer angles (θ, k, ω, ϕ) were set at 0° and detector
distance at 45 mm, and then ϕ was moved by 1° during the
exposure time (20 s). Unit cell determinations at RT and 320
K were performed and corresponded to those of the salt [QH]
PF6 at RT and HT, respectively.

Powder X-ray diffraction (PXRD)

For phase identification and variable temperature X-ray
powder diffraction purposes, measurements were performed
on a PANalytical X'Pert Pro automated diffractometer
equipped with an X'Celerator detector in Bragg–Brentano
geometry, using Cu-Kα radiation (λ = 1.5418 Å) without
monochromator in the 2θ range between 3° and 50°
(continuous scan mode, step size 0.0167°, counting time
19.685 s, soller slit 0.04 rad, antiscatter slit 1/2, divergence
slit 1/4, 40 mA 40 kV) and with an Anton-Paar TTK 450 +
LNC. The program Mercury55 was used for the calculation of
powder XRD patterns on the basis of single-crystal data
collected in this work. Chemical and structural identities
between bulk materials and single crystals were always
verified by comparing experimental and calculated powder
diffraction patterns. For Pawley refinement and structural
solution from powder data purposes, diffractograms in the
2θ range 3–70° (step size, 0.026°; time/step, 200 s; 0.02 rad
soller; V × A 40 × 40) were collected on a Panalytical X'Pert
PRO automated diffractometer equipped with a PIXcel
detector in transmission geometry (capillary spinner), using
Cu-Kα radiation (λ = 1.5418 Å) without monochromator in
the 2θ range between 3° and 70° (continuous scan mode, step
size 0.0260°, counting time 889.70 s, soller slit 0.02,
antiscatter slit ¼, divergence slit ¼, 40 mA × 40 kV). 6 patterns
were recorded and summed to enhance the signal to noise
ratio. For Pawley refinements, diffractograms were analyzed
with the software TOPAS4.56 For the structural solution of
[QH]2SO4·H2O, powder diffraction data were analyzed with
the software EXPO2014,57 which is designed to analyze both
monochromatic and non-monochromatic data. Selected
peaks were chosen in the 2θ range 5–50°, and a monoclinic
cell (see Table S2†) was found using the algorithm N-
TREOR09.58 The structure was solved by simulated annealing
employing fragments retrieved from the CCDC,59 and refined
as a rigid body with the software EXPO2014.57 A shifted
Chebyshev function with 10 parameters and a Pearson VII
function were used to fit background and peak shape,
respectively. An overall thermal parameter for all the atoms
was adopted. Refinement converged with GOF = 1.2, Rwp =
6.9%, Rp = 5.3%. See Fig. S1† for the pattern difference plot.

Thermogravimetric analysis (TGA)

TGA analyses were performed with a PerkinElmer TGA-7.
Each sample, contained in a platinum crucible, was
heated in a nitrogen flow (20 cm3 min−1) at a rate of
5 K min−1, up to decomposition. Samples weights were
in the range 5–10 mg.

Differential scanning calorimetry (DSC)

Calorimetric measurements were performed with a
PerkinElmer DSC-7 equipped with a PII intracooler.
Temperature and enthalpy calibrations were performed using
high-purity standards (n-decane, benzene, and indium).
Heating of the aluminum open pans containing the samples
(3–5 mg) was carried out at 5 K min−1 in the temperature
range 243–473 K under N2 atmosphere. Entropy changes were
estimated by dividing the enthalpy changes by the transition
temperature.

Hot stage and cross-polarized optical microscopy (HSM-CP)

Hot stage experiments were carried out using a Linkam
TMS94 device connected to a Linkam LTS350 platinum plate
and equipped with polarizing filters. Images were collected
with a NIKON DS FI3 camera, from an Olympus BX41
stereomicroscope.

Solid-state NMR (SSNMR)

High resolution experiments. Solid-state NMR spectra
were acquired with a Bruker Avance II 400 Ultra Shield
instrument, operating at 400.23, 100.61, 40.56, 376.50,
161.98, 128.38 MHz, respectively for 1H, 13C, 15N, 19F, 31P and
11B nuclei. Powder samples were packed into cylindrical
zirconia rotors with a 4 mm o.d. and an 80 μL volume. A
certain amount of sample was collected from each batch and
used without further preparations to fill the rotor. 13C CPMAS
spectra were acquired at a spinning speed of 12 kHz, using a
ramp cross-polarization pulse sequence with a 90° 1H pulse
of 3.60 μs, contact time of 3 ms, optimized recycle delays
between 0.5 and 8 s, number of scans in the range 150–800,
depending on the sample. 15N CPMAS spectra were acquired
at a spinning speed of 9 kHz using a ramp cross-polarization
pulse sequence with a 90° 1H pulse of 3.60 μs, contact time
of 4 ms, optimized recycle delays between 0.5 and 8 s,
number of scans in the range 8000–10000, depending on the
sample. 31P CPMAS spectra were acquired at a spinning
speed of 12 kHz using a ramp cross-polarization pulse
sequence with a 90° 1H pulse of 3.60 μs, contact time of 4
ms, optimized recycle delay of 0.6 s and 200 scans. For every
spectrum, a two-pulse phase modulation (TPPM) decoupling
scheme was used, with a radiofrequency field of 69.4 kHz.
11B and 19F MAS spectra were acquired at a spinning speed
of 12 kHz with the direct excitation experiment using recycle
delays between 0.5 and 8 s, depending on the sample, and 64
scans. The 13C, 15N, 31P, 11B and 19F chemical shift scales
were calibrated through the signals of γ-glycine (13C
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methylenic peak at 43.7 ppm, 15N peak at 33.4 ppm with
reference to NH3), the signal of NH4H2PO4 (31P peak at 0.72
ppm), the signal of NH4BH4 (11B peak at −42.0 ppm) and the
signal of polytetrafluoroethylene (19F peak at −122 ppm),
respectively, all used as external standards.

Low resolution experiments. The low-resolution
experiments were recorded on a Jeol ECZR 600 instrument,
operating at 564.69 MHz for the 19F nucleus. As for the 19F T1
analysis, an inversion recovery pulse sequence was used. 16
spectra were acquired for 4 scans with different τ delays,
included in the range from 0.1 ms to 5 s and calculated by
the Delta v5.2.1 software through an exponential algorithm.
The spectra were acquired statically in a temperature range
from 213 to 353 K. The temperature calibration was
performed with PbĲNO3)2 due to the strong temperature
dependence of the isotropic 207Pb chemical shift of its
signal.60

Raman spectroscopy

Raman measurements were performed with a custom-built
system based on a 1000 mm focal length Horiba FHR-1000
dispersive spectrometer. Ultra-low frequency (ULF) range was
reached by using in the optical setup notch filters from
ONDAX allowing the access till the THz region (<150 cm−1).
Excitation was provided from a 632.8 nm He–Ne gas laser, a
wavelength with enough lower energy to avoid the electronic
excitation of the system and with a nominal power of 35 mW.
Neutral optical density filters were used to reduce the
impinging power at less than 1 mW to avoid sample damage.
The laser was focused on the sample by an optical
microscope Zeiss Axio equipped with a long-distance 50×
objective which allow a nominal spatial resolution of about 2
microns. The combination of the 632.8 nm excitation line,
the use of a holographic grating with 1800 gr mm−1 coupled
with a 1024 × 256 pixels CCD detector gave a maximum
spectral resolution just below 1 cm−1. Variable temperature
Raman spectra were collected by Janis ST-500 continuous
flow microscopy cryostat between 403 K and liquid nitrogen
temperature in inert atmosphere conditions heating and
cooling with a 2 K min−1 rate.

3. Results and discussion

The following section has been organized as follows: (I)
structural and thermal features of the salts, (II) solid
solutions, and (III) spectroscopic investigation to facilitate
the description of the experimental results.

The salts: [QH]2SO4·H2O, [QH]BPh4, [QH]PF6, and [QH]BF4

The structure of the first compound of the series, [QH]2SO4

·H2O, had to be determined from powder data since all
crystallization experiments were fruitless, and only
polycrystalline samples could be obtained. The [QH]2SO4·H2O
crystallizes at room temperature in the monoclinic space
group P21 (see Table S2† for details). As reported in Fig. 1,

water molecules interact with one [QH]+ cation [N–H⋯Ow =
2.917(6) Å] and bridge the SO4

2− anions [O—Hw⋯O = 2.598
(5)–2.629Ĳ2) Å], while cations interact with the anions through
a multitude of charge-assisted hydrogen bonds: N–H⋯O
[2.808(1), 2.932(5) Å] and O–H⋯O [2.463(3) Å]. The
electrostatic compression61–63 between oppositely charged
ions combined with the strength and high directionality
coming from the nature of hydrogen bonds leads to the
formation of relatively shorter bonds in anion–cation
interactions.

Thermal analysis indicates a weight loss of ca. 5% as the
only occurring process, compatible with the evaporation of
water (see Fig. S2†). This behavior is also proven by the VT
powder XRD results shown in Fig. S3.† There is a phase
change associated with the dehydration of the salt; however,
no plastic transition was detected for this compound, not
even when the same experiments were carried out in the
absence of air to avoid water reuptake from the moisture.

The salt [QH]BPh4 presents the largest anion amongst
those studied in this series and crystallizes in the
orthorhombic space group P212121 (see Table S2† for details).
Structural analysis reveals that the [QH]+ cations fit the
cavities resulting from the [BPh4]

− anion arrangement
(Fig. 2), and at RT they feature a disorder over two positions
(flip-flop motion) that can be “frozen out” in only one as the
anionic hosting cage is made tighter by decreasing the
temperature down to 100 K (Fig. 2) as shown by the collection
of an additional dataset. Since this transition does not lead
to a crystal symmetry change, the motion at RT might occur
between two slightly non-equivalent positions. On lowering
the temperature, the cavity size‡ decreases, from 168 Å3 to
152 Å3 (ca −9%), resulting in short contacts between cations
and anions; consequently, one position becomes preferred
over the other. The behavior of the crystal structure of [QH]
BPh4 was further explored at higher temperatures. However,
no plastic phase was detected with neither variable
temperature powder XRD nor thermal techniques (Fig. S4
and S5†).

Fig. 1 (a) Crystal packing of [QH]2SO4·H2O viewed down the c-axis,
(b) representation of the intermolecular interactions between anion,
water (in blue), and cation molecules. HCH atoms omitted for clarity.

‡ Evaluated by running the display-void algorithm implemented in Mercury81 on
the relative CIF-files obtained by erasing the cation coordinates.
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[QH]BF4 has the smallest anion size among the compounds
studied in this work and crystallizes directly in the plastic phase
at RT. Therefore, it is an appropriate example of the effect of
the anion size on plastic phase transition temperature
compared to [QH]BPh4. The DSC results show a reversible phase
transition with peaks at around 298 K and 248 K upon heating
and cooling, respectively, with a hysteresis of ca. 50 K, ΔH of 3.6
kJ mol−1, and ΔS of 12.1 J mol−1 K−1 (see Fig. S6†). Although the
RT structure could not be solved because of the severe disorder,
structural solution could be attained from data measured at LT
(200 K), i.e., below transition temperature (Fig. 3). At LT, the salt
crystallizes in the orthorhombic space group P212121 (see Table
S2† for details), in which cations and anions form 1D charge-
assisted hydrogen bonded chains through anion–cation O–
H⋯F [2.837(7) Å] and cation–cation N–H⋯O [2.817(7) Å]

interactions along the b-axis (Fig. 3). The electrostatic repulsion
between the cation pairs is counterbalanced by the charge
delocalization which strengthens the bonds and shortens the
interaction distances, with the counterions stabilizing the net
electrostatic forces;64–66 VT powder XRD was applied to monitor
the plastic transition (Fig. 3), which turned out to be fully
reversible.

Compound [QH]PF6 shows the most interesting thermal
behavior among the whole series of salts examined in this
study. The salt crystallizes in the tetragonal space group P41212
(see Table S2† for details) with two [QH]+ cations and two PF6

−

anions in the asymmetric unit. At RT, both anions feature
crystallographic disorder over two positions with occupancy
ratios of ca. 60/40 and 20/80, likely due to the flip-flop motion
of the PF6

− units around one F—P—F axis (Fig. 4). Therefore,
this phase can be considered as a semi ordered crystal
structure. To investigate the type of disorder affecting the PF6

−

anions, we carried out a variable-temperature single-crystal XRD
experiment. Unfortunately, the sample started crumbling on
cooling; consequently, no further structural analysis could be
performed. To this end, the spectroscopic techniques were
instrumental in elucidating what type of disorder affects the
anions (vide infra).

Similarly, to the tetrafluoroborate salt at LT, within
crystalline [QH]PF6, cations and anions are involved in 1D
charge-assisted hydrogen-bonded chains through the O–H⋯F
[3.23Ĳ3)–2.959Ĳ6) Å] and N–H⋯O [2.856(7), 2.882(7) Å]
interactions along the a-axis-direction (Fig. 4).

Experimental powder XRD patterns, recorded at RT, match
well with the simulated one from the single crystal structure,
revealing the high crystallinity and purity of the phase (Fig.
S8†). TGA analysis shows that the salt is stable up to ca. 473
K. At the same time, DSC indicates a reversible phase
transition around 308 K (heating cycle) with a ΔH of 8.2 kJ
mol−1, ΔS of 26.4 J mol−1 K−1, and with ca. 20 K of hysteresis
(see Fig. S9†).

To gain insights about the structural characteristics of the
high-temperature phase, both VT single-crystal and powder
XRD experiments were performed.

In agreement with the DSC data, upon increasing the
temperature up to 320 K, [QH]PF6 single crystals undergo a
transition from the semi ordered tetragonal phase to a plastic
phase (Fig. 5a), which is cubic as expected for PCs.1,12

Furthermore, as confirmed by recording the ϕ-scans XRD
pattern (Fig. S10†), the retainment of the crystal's outer

Fig. 3 (a) Intermolecular interactions in crystalline [QH]BF4 at LT (200
K), and (b) VT powder XRD patterns recorded at LT (blue line) and at
RT (black line) for a polycrystalline sample of [QH]BF4.

Fig. 4 Intermolecular interactions in crystalline [QH]PF6 at RT (left),
and detail showing the flip-flop motion of the PF6

− around one F—P—
F axis (right). HCH atoms are omitted for clarity.

Fig. 2 Structural features of [QH]BPh4: (a) representation of how the
[QH]+ cation (in blue) fits inside the niche formed by three BPh4

−, this
cavity reduces its volume at LT (100 K), and (b) representation of the
flip-flop motion of the [QH]+ cation induced by temperature variation.
HCH omitted for clarity.
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shape, as well as the reversible birefringence loss and regain
accompanying the RT ⇆ HT transition (Fig. 5c), indicate that
such a transformation takes place in a single-crystal to
single-crystal (SCSC) fashion. However, the severe disorder
affecting the [QH]+ cations within the plastic phase made it
impossible to fully solve and refine the model. This is a
common feature of PCs; when all the possible degrees of
freedom are activated, the orientationally disordered
molecules/ions assume an almost perfect isotropic spherical
shape, which is often impossible to fully model.1,12

The powder pattern recorded at 320 K shows fewer peaks
with respect to that at RT (Fig. 5b). This result accounts for
the increase in symmetry accompanying the transition to a
plastic phase, and agrees with what is reported in the
literature for analogous salts.10,44,45 Additionally, the
excellent match with the pattern simulated from the single-
crystal structure at 320 K reveals the quantitative conversion
to the plastic phase (Fig. S11†).

Solid solutions between [QH]PF6 and [QH]BF4

Ordered phases of [QH]PF6 and [QH]BF4 exhibit similar
packing arrangements (i.e. they are almost isostructural) and
undergo a transition to a plastic phase at the temperatures of

ca. 308 K and 298 K, respectively. On the other hand, the two
salts are not isomorphous in their ordered phases, and
probably they are not even in the plastic phases. Additionally,
the two anions possess diverse shapes and different volumes
accounting for 53.4 Å3 (tetrahedral) and 73.0 Å3 (octahedral)
for BF4

− and PF6
−, respectively.67,68 These differences appear

to violate the key prerequisite for the formation of a solid
solution laid out by Kitaigorodsky,32,33 i.e. structural
similarity in terms of size and shape. Pure components
should, ideally, be (i) isomorphous, or at least isostructural,
and (ii) display a difference less than 15% in size and shape.
In our case, [QH]PF6 and [QH]BF4 partially satisfies the first
prerequisite while leaving the second utterly unfulfilled with
a ca. 30% difference. The [QH]BF4 salt is also affected by
deliquescence, which makes working with this material
challenging.

Aware of such differences and non-optimal conditions for
solid solution formation, we deliberately blended the two
salts (see Experimental section) to investigate the possibility
of obtaining binary mixed-systems, and to study the effect of
the composition on the temperature and type of transition.

Polycrystalline samples for the obtained binary systems
were analyzed by powder XRD. The diffraction patterns of the
compounds [QH]ĲPF6)xĲBF4)1−x with x = 0.9, 0.8, and 0.7 are
all similar to that of pure [QH]PF6 at HT (above transition
temperature), suggesting that BF4

− anions randomly
substitute for PF6

− ones, leading to the formation of solid
solutions based on the cubic plastic phase structure (Fig. 6a).
On the other hand, for all the other compositions, with x <

Fig. 5 (a) Representation of the RT ⇆ HT phases conversion, identified
as plastic phases for [QH]PF6. HCH and disorder over the PF6

− omitted
for clarity. (b) XRD patterns recorded at RT (black line) and at 320 K
(red line) for a polycrystalline sample of [QH]PF6, and (c) cross-
polarized HSM pictures taken on a [QH]PF6 single crystal before and
after the phase transition.

Fig. 6 (a) Powder XRD patterns recorded at RT of the
[QH]ĲPF6)xĲBF4)1−x binary system in the range x = 0.7–1. (b) Linear
dependence of unit cell volume and a-axis (data from Pawley
refinements, space group is P432) on the molar fraction of PF6

−.
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0.7, samples were far too hygroscopic and were difficult to
analyze.

Based on a comparison of the unit cell volumes extracted
from Pawley refinements, the two salts are indeed miscible,
affording crystalline phases that follow Vegard's rule69 in the
examined composition range, namely x = 0.7–1 (Fig. 6b).

The DSC traces of each new crystalline phase, measured
in the range 243–423 K, do not show any peak of the two
reagents, confirming that the two salts successfully merged
into a unique phase, and no peak for the solid solution
samples was observed (Fig. S12†). This result is somehow
unexpected and sharply contrasts with other reported similar
systems forming solid solutions and exhibiting a regular
trend of the transition temperature as a function of the
composition.43–45

To investigate the unexpected behavior of [QH]ĲPF6)x-
ĲBF4)1−x, VT powder XRD experiments were carried out up to
the instrumental limit of 123 K. Still, also in this case, no
changes in the diffraction patterns were detected on
decreasing the temperature (Fig. S13†). Thus, we investigated
the slow kinetics for the reverse transition (plastic crystal to
ordered crystal). A polycrystalline sample of [QH]ĲPF6)0.9-
ĲBF4)0.1 was split, the two fractions kept at RT and 273 K,
respectively, and powder XRD patterns were measured every
week for a period of ca. one month. Even after such a long
time, the plastic crystal phases still existed that rules out the
occurrence of kinetic factors for the missing transformation.

To the best of these authors' knowledge, the missed
reordering transition can be interpreted only as a direct
consequence of the parent compounds' structural diversity in
terms of anion size/shape and their non-isomorphism, as
anticipated above, and lack of ion mobility. Although within
plastic phases ions possess high mobility compared to their
ordered counterparts, they do not attain a degree of freedom
that would allow them to flow over the entire crystal. This
prevents, de facto, the solid solutions from rearranging either
to their parent compounds' ordered structures, separating
out, or to a new ordered phase in which BF4

− and PF6
− occupy

well-defined crystallographic positions. Therefore, the mixed
systems remain disordered, experiencing what we have called
a phenomenon of reordering frustration.

To gain further insights into the lattice dynamics of the
[QH]+ salts and solid solutions and prove our hypothesis, we
performed a combined spectroscopic study.

Solid-state NMR

The 13C, 15N and 31P CPMAS, 19F and 11B MAS spectra fully
confirm the purity of the salts and their high degree of
crystallinity. The 13C CPMAS spectra (Fig. 7; chemical shifts
in Table S3†) of [QH]BF4, [QH]PF6 and [QH]ĲPF6)0.9ĲBF4)0.1 are
almost superposable, highlighting the similarity of their
short-range structures, whereas the presence of several
aromatic signals and their spinning sideband patterns
indicates a higher rigidity of the [QH]BPh4 system. This
difference can be easily ascribed to the size and steric

hindrance of the BPh4
− anion with respect to the smaller BF4

−

and PF6
− anions.

The 15N CPMAS spectra (Fig. S14†) and the chemical shift
values reported in Table S4† are very similar and typical of
protonated aliphatic amines.70 The 19F MAS spectrum of
[QH]BF4 (Fig. S15†) shows an intense singlet at −149.8 ppm,
while the 19F SSNMR signal of the PF6

− ion at 69.7 ppm in
[QH]PF6 is a doublet, due to the 31P–19F J-coupling (729.8
Hz). The same 1P–19F J-coupling is measured in the 31P
CPMAS spectrum (Fig. S16†), where the expected septuplet is
observed. Interestingly, although quadrupolar, no spinning
sidebands are present in the 11B MAS spectra of [QH]BF4 and
[QH]ĲPF6)0.9ĲBF4)0.1 (Fig. 8) suggesting a fast-isotropic motion.
On the other hand, their presence in the case of the sample
having BPh4

− as anion confirms the absence of fast motion
for this bulky system.

Fig. 7 13C (100.61 MHz) CPMAS spectra of [QH]BF4, [QH]PF6,
[QH]ĲPF6)0.9ĲBF4)0.1 and [QH]BPh4, acquired at 12 kHz (room
temperature). Asterisks indicate the presence of spinning sidebands
related to the aromatic signals.

Fig. 8 11B (128.38 MHz) MAS spectra of [QH]BF4, [QH]ĲPF6)0.9ĲBF4)0.1
and [QH]BPh4 acquired at 12 kHz (room temperature). Asterisks
indicate the presence of spinning sidebands.
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While the 11B spectra provide qualitative information only,
to perform an in-depth analysis on the plastic phase
transition, low-resolution 19F spin–lattice relaxation times,
T1, studies have been conducted. Indeed, it is known that the
T1 relaxation times provide an experimental route to evaluate
the molecular motions in the solid state.71,72 The
Bloembergen, Purcell and Pound theory73,74 allows obtaining
information on the mobility of the system according to eqn
(1):

1
T1

¼ C
τc

1þ ω0
2τc2

� �
þ 4τc
1þ 4ω0

2τc2

� �
(1)

where C is dependent on the fourth power of the 19F
gyromagnetic ratio (γ19F) and inversely proportional to the
sixth power of the F–F distance; ω0 is the nuclear spin
resonance frequency (ω0 = 2πν with ν = 564.69 MHz for
fluorine in our case); τc is the correlation time, i.e. the time
required for a vector connecting the interacting nuclei to
rotate through the angle of one radian.75 It is worth noting
that τc provides extremely accurate information about
molecular reorientation and internal motions. In the case of
molecular mobility, the thermally activated process is
described by an Arrhenius law (eqn (2)):

τc = τ0e
Ea/RT (2)

where Ea is the activation energy. Therefore, the Ea of
reorientational motion can be estimated from the
temperature-dependent T1 values.

Considering that H⋯F distances fall in the range 3.13Ĳ1)–
2.95Ĳ1) Å and that the F⋯F distance is ca. 2.2 Å, as measured
from the structures, the F–H dipolar interaction can be safely
neglected if one considers the inverse dependence on the
sixth power of the interatomic distances. Therefore, with this
approximation it is possible to easily derive the activation
energy from the equation mentioned above. More
specifically, plotting lnT1 versus 103/T, the activation energy
Ea can be obtained from the slope of the line. Fig. 9 reports
the 19F lnT1 profiles of the [QH]PF6, [QH]BF4 and
[QH]ĲPF6)0.9ĲBF4)0.1 samples versus 103/T (K−1) as measured at
564.69 MHz over a range of temperatures from 213 to 353 K
by the inversion recovery technique.

The profile of the plotted line for the PCs is significantly
different over the observed temperature range: the binary
solution [QH]ĲPF6)0.9ĲBF4)0.1 shows a constant slope, due to
the presence of a single activation energy, while [QH]PF6 and
[QH]BF4 display a point of discontinuity respectively around
313 and 298 K, where the slope changes. We can thus
surmise that the phase transition observed in the DSC
measurements must be related to the presence of two
regimes of motion characterized by different τc correlation
times in the 19F T1 profile of [QH]PF6 and [QH]BF4.
Interestingly, such a behaviour is not observed for
[QH]ĲPF6)0.9ĲBF4)0.1, in agreement with the absence of
transition. The calculated activation energies are shown in
Table 1.

The measured Ea values are in the range currently found
for the PF6

− group rotation in the solid state in other systems,
as reported, for example, by Burbach et al.76 It is possible to
observe a small but significant variation of the activation
energy for the [QH]PF6 and [QH]BF4 salts. These values

Fig. 9 Variation of 19F T1 relaxation times with inverse temperature T−1

for (a) [QH]PF6, (b) [QH]BF4 and (c) [QH]ĲPF6)0.9ĲBF4)0.1.

Table 1 Calculated activation energies for [QH]PF6, [QH]BF4 and
[QH]ĲPF6)0.9ĲBF4)0.1

Salt Activation energy (kJ mol−1)

[QH]PF6 5.8 (for T > 308 K)
6.8 (for T < 308 K)

[QH]BF4 4.3 (for T > 298 K)
6.5 (for T < 298 K)

[QH]ĲPF6)0.9ĲBF4)0.1 6.8
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confirm what has already been assessed: the activation
energy decreases at temperatures over 313 K for [QH]PF6 and
over 298 K for [QH]BF4, demonstrating the conversion to a
phase characterized by higher mobility in both cases. The
difference in the activation energy values, before and after
the phase transition temperature, is slightly higher for the
[QH]BF4 system.

The [QH]PF6 phase transition can also indirectly be
observed by the peak narrowing at higher temperatures in
the 19F MAS static spectra, which corresponds to a larger
mobility of the system. On the other hand, for the
[QH]ĲPF6)0.9ĲBF4)0.1 system there is no signal width variation
on increasing temperatures (Fig. S17†).

Micro-Raman spectroscopy

VT micro-Raman spectroscopy also provides valuable insights
into understanding the plastic phase transition. It allows
studying the molecular and lattice dynamics, where the
former property probes the effect of the dynamic disorder of
the cation and the anion on the intramolecular vibrations. At
the same time, the latter gives information on the crystal
symmetry changes which accompany such transitions.14,77

The temperature-dependent Raman spectra of a [QH]PF6
crystal in the wavenumber range of interest are presented in
Fig. 10, which includes the anti-Stokes scatterings for the
low-frequency region.

Focusing on the intramolecular range (>250 cm−1,
Fig. 10b), two main features are representative of the
spectrum: the peak centered at 741 cm−1, assigned to the
symmetric stretching of the PF6

− anion,78–80 and that
centered at 788 cm−1, characteristic of the [QH]+ cation and
assigned to the C—N—C and C—C—C stretching modes.81

Based on these bands, In Fig. 10b two phase transitions can
be identified, one at nearly RT, in agreement with what
observed by thermal analyses (vide supra), and another
around 250 K. Both transitions show significant hysteresis
depending on the specimen. By lowering the temperature
below 300 K, the characteristic band of the [QH]+ sharpens
and shifts toward higher energy because of the reduced re-
orientational disorder of the cation in the unit cell. On the
contrary, no effect is observed on the full width at half-
maximum (FWHM) of the PF6

− stretching vibration peak at
741 cm−1, apart from what expected as a result of the cooling
down, signature that the re-orientational disorder of the
anion is not involved in this phase transition.

In the second sudden spectral change in the range 730–
850 cm−1 at 250 K (Fig. 10b), the [QH]+ vibrational band shifts
to lower energy while the PF6

− symmetric stretching band
sharpens and shifts on the red. In the course of this phase
transition, the crystal changes its morphology dramatically
and breaks, but no more spectra changes take place on
decreasing the temperature down to 80 K. Information about
the symmetry change that the system undergoes with
temperature can be inferred from the analysis of the spectral
features that probe the lattice dynamics.

Low-frequency Raman spectroscopy is indeed a
consolidated technique to probe the lattice dynamics of
molecular materials and lately has been applied to the study
of systems which show dynamic re-orientational disorder.14

The Raman modes observed in the low-frequency range
(<250 cm−1) hold the character of lattice phonons or
vibrations, in which the molecules oscillate as a whole
around the lattice equilibrium positions. These modes are
therefore dependent on the intermolecular force field77,82

and can be used to detect even slight changes in crystal
symmetry. In fact, measurements over this range have been
applied extensively to investigate polymorphism and phase
transitions in molecular crystals, relying on each lattice's
unique dynamics.83–85 Recently, the approach has also been
effectively used to revisit the pressure-induced phase
transition in adamantine derivatives, which display plastic
crystals characteristics.14

The low-frequency range for [QH]PF6 at high temperature
is dominated by the diffuse Rayleigh wing (RW) centered at ω
= 0, the frequency of the exciting laser. This feature is
attributed to the re-orientational molecular motions
paradigmatic of a disordered system and can thus be
ascribed to the dynamic disorder of cations and anions in
the unit cell. As both kinds of ions lack a specific orientation
inside the unit cell, the lattice phonon pattern gets washed
away in the averaged cubic structure (Fig. 10a). In
correspondence of the phase transition near RT, the cation

Fig. 10 (a) Full Raman spectra as a function of temperature for the
[QH]PF6 crystal; (b) spectral range of the characteristic vibrational
modes of the anion PF6

− and cation [QH]+, and (c) lattice phonon
region where the crystal symmetry changes are detected.
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slows down in its re-orientational motion, and finally gets
frozen in a specific configuration; in contrast, the anion PF6

−

is still represented by an averaged position of its motion
around one F—P—F axis, as depicted in Fig. 4. The reduced
disorder results in the broadening and intensity dropping of
the RW as well as in the appearance of the Boson peak
centered at around 240 cm−1 (Fig. 10c) which has been
reported to demonstrate the presence of semi ordered
phases.14 The lattice phonon pattern changes again suddenly
below 250 K, with finally the complete disappearance of the
RW at 80 K. The formation of an ordered structure is revealed
by the resolution of the Boson peak into the sharp features
lying below 250 cm−1. Below 100 cm−1 the lattice phonon
pattern and some peaks of the air overlap, as reported in Fig.
S18.† By comparison with the spectrum in the Fig. S18,† some
other modes are still recognizable, while the RW appears to
have negligible intensity at low T. The lattice phonons are
usually more intense than the intramolecular vibrations and
in the present case this unusually low intensity could be the
result of the mosaicity of the specimen, which displays many
and very small crystal domains.

Contrariwise, the Raman spectra of the solid solution
[QH]ĲPF6)0.9ĲBF4)0.1, reported in Fig. 11, do not show any
phase transition, but a persistence of both the central peak
even at 80 K and the broadening of the two characteristic
peaks of the anion PF6

− and the cation [QH]+ at 741 and 788
cm−1, respectively. The slight spectral shift of the
intramolecular vibration towards higher energy is ascribable

to the effect of the temperature. The Raman measurements
thus confirm the absence of any disordered-semi ordered or
disordered–ordered phase transition in the solid solutions, in
agreement with the XRD and NMR findings.

Conclusions

Crystals possessing components in rapid motion, i.e. plastic
crystals, are at the forefront of the research on material
sciences and for the development of solid-state molecular
machines.1,3,4 A promising approach envisages the
modification of the molecular dynamics by acting on the
choice of the molecular fragments/ions used as building
blocks whose re-orientational motion can be triggered
thermally. The final goal would be the development of stimuli-
responsive materials. In view of this, it would be highly
desirable to achieve fine control over the transition
temperatures as well, and in this regard the solid solution32–34

approach has proved to be a promising strategy.43–45

With this in mind, we have reported here the results of
our studies on the solid-state dynamics in a series of R-(+)-(3)-
hydroxyquinuclidinium salts, [QH]X, with various counter-
anions (SO4

2−, BPh4
−, BF4

−, and PF6
−). All salts have been

crystallized as anhydrous forms with general formula [QH]X
(X = BPh4

−, PF6
− and BF4

−) except for the sulfate, which was
obtained as mono-hydrate, [QH]2SO4·H2O.

The sulfate salt does not show any structural change,
except for a reversible dehydration/rehydration process
following the heating/cooling cycle, whereas in [QH]BPh4, the
[QH]+ cation was found to undergo a re-orientational flip-flop
motion over two positions, that could be frozen out on
lowering the temperature. Interestingly, the [QH]BF4 and
[QH]PF6 salts exhibit reversible transitions at or just above
room temperature, affording genuine and highly symmetrical
plastic phases.

However, the most remarkable findings were observed on
solid solutions of formula [QH]ĲPF6)xĲBF4)1−x: (i) unlike other
similar reported systems,43–45 the two salts are not fully
miscible in the whole range of composition and only up to
30% of [QH]BF4 can be “dissolved” into the [QH]PF6 lattice,
and (ii) solid solution formation “kills” the reversible nature
of the plastic transition, making, de facto, these solids
dynamically disordered in their plastic phases permanently,
or at least up to the lowest detectable limit of 80 K. This
behavior was somewhat unexpected.

All these findings have been corroborated by multinuclear
solid-state NMR (13C, 15N and 31P CPMAS, 19F and 11B MAS)
and micro-Raman measurements. In particular, VT 19F T1
relaxation profiles allowed obtaining the activation energies
associated to the molecular mobility.

The synergy between spectroscopic and XRD techniques
allowed us to rationalize this behavior. As a direct consequence
of the parent compounds' structural diversity of the anions,
their non-isomorphism, and reduced ion mobility, the plastic
phases are prevented from rearranging either to the respective
parent compounds lattices or to new phases.

Fig. 11 (a) Full Raman spectra for the solid solution [QH]ĲPF6)0.9ĲBF4)0.1
as a function of the temperature; spectral range of the characteristic
vibrational modes of the anion PF6

− and cation [QH]+ for the solid
solution (b) compared with the one of the pure crystal [QH]PF6 (c).
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To the best of these authors' knowledge, this system
represents the first example of a crystalline material showing
such behavior, that we have described here for the first time
as “reordering frustration”.

Further research is ongoing to characterize and study the
ion conduction of such materials, as well as to extend the
same synthetic approach to other systems, and explore how
the ions' structural diversity and size may affect the
formation of solid solutions and plastic transitions in terms
of temperature and type.
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